
  

  

Curved Display 

 

Definition - What does Curved Display mean? 

A curved display is a revolutionary model in display 

technology that features three-dimensional (3-D) screens 

instead of two-dimensional (2-D) screens. It can 

substantially change ways that we think and use a range of 

interfaces, from TVs and laptops to tablets and mobile 

devices. 

Curved screen light-emitting diode (LED) displays are 

making their way to end users, who will gradually see more 

increased flexibility than via today’s standard flat glass or 

plastic screen, which typically includes a gesture 

touchscreen interface. Other associated technologies involve 

wearable computing products or implants. 

 

Curved screens are marketed as providing an "immersive" experience, and allowing a wider field of view. ... The 

claim that curved screens provide a wider field view is disputed, by another claim that a substantial offset from 

the center provides greater viewing distortion than that of a flat screen. 
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“Imenmooj first company can produce all of structures and technical design in Iran.” 

 



 

  The main claim was that a curved screen is a more natural 

shape to take advantage of our round eyes' peripheral 

vision, which should mean curved TVs allow for a more 

immersive experience, as the curve should make them fill 

more of our field of view. They're also supposed to give a 

wider viewing angle. 

Natural Shape of View 

Natural Shape Of View 

The sleek, curved design of the Direct Hook-In Serpentine Shelves catches shoppers’ attention to drive traffic in the fresh area. Use the 

shelves to highlight a single section such as local or organic produce, or create a continuous run for maximum impact.  

Fitting most standard produce case uprights, the included Four-Position Brackets can angle the shelf 0°, 10°, 20° or 30° 

for dramatic product presentation (angle may vary by case manufacturer).  

Durable black aluminum shelving has a long life and complements most store decor. 

An optional 3-1/2” high plastic product stop is available. 



 

  

IMENMOOJ 

Design Of Curve 

Display 

The ImenMooj Company design and production Curve displays according to the idea of 

customer space architecture And  

Infrastructure is carried out at the production workshop: 

1. Design. 

2. Small sample production. 

3. Infrastructure generation. 

4. Installing Infrastructure in Customer Space. 

5. Installing LED modules at the customer's location. 

6. Final testing and product delivery. 

 



 

Where we can use Curve display? 
Benefit Curve Smart 

Technology 

Curve display certainly do fall into the category of 

“very large” screens, there are certainly benefits to 

having curved display. The curvature on a smart 

display reduces any reflections that diminish from 

the screen’s brightness, contrast and color. The 

curvature also directs ambient light outside of your 

line of sight. 

Property Of Curve Display 

 

designed to increase sales, improve category 

management, limit shrink and reduce labor at the 

point of sale. These products include merchandising 

and loss prevention systems; label, sign and literature 

holders; product merchandisers and display 

components; as well as fresh area merchandising 

products, supplies and backroom organization 

solutions. FFR offers start-to-finish solution delivery, 

including consultation, design, prototyping, 

production, fulfillment and purchase consolidation. 

From the front door to the backroom, FFR provides 

merchandising, display, and efficiency tools for the 

entire store. 

On a television with a curved screen, the image 

projected onto the screen is obviously rear projected 

and provides a much wider field of view than a 

standard flat screen television. 

 

“Design and production are tailored to 
the customer's space.” 

 Shopping malls 
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 Hotels 

 Stores  

 Theaters 

 Restaurants 
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